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(Types of Experimental Research)

(Introduction)

(Psychological and Educational Research)

(Experimental Research)

(Independent 

Variable) (Dependent Variable)

Cause and Effect Relationship)

(Definition of Experimental Research) 

 (A.K. Singh, 2006)

(Independent 

Variable) (Manipulation)

(Dependent Variable)

(Experimental research is one in which the experimenter of 

researcher studies the effet of manipulation of independent variables with 

confidence and randomly assign subjects into different groups so that he may be 

able to establish the cause-and-effect relationship between the independent 

variable and the dependent variable.”)

(Kerlinger, 2002) 

(“Experimental research is one in which the investigator has direct control over 
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at least one independent variable and manipulates at least one independent 

variable.)

(Reward)

(Experimental Group)

(Control Group)

   

(Characteristics)

(Characteristics of 

Experimental Research)

(Control over Independent Variable)

(Kerlinger, 2002)

(Manipulation of Independent 

Variable or Variables)

(Manipulation)

(Random Selection of Sample)

(Randomly)

(Experimental Group)
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(Controlled group) (Randomly)

(Measuring Dependent Variable)

(Dependent Variable)

(Cause and Effect Relationship)

(Dependent Variable)

(Cause)

(From Known to Unknown)

(Independent Variable)

(Dependent Variable)

(Isolation)

(Replication)

(Reliability)
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(Merits or Advantages of Experimental 

Research)

(Control)

(I.V.)

(Manipulation)

(Extraneous Variable) (Kerlinger, 2002)

(The unique virtue of experimental inquiry 

in control) (Non-

experimental research)

(Randomization)

(Random Methods)

(Experimental Group) (Controled Group)

(Kerlinger, 2002)

(Non-experimental Research)

(Objectivity)

(Reber, 1987) (Objective Study)

(Bias) (Prejudice)

(Quantification and Measurement)

(Nunnally, 1967)
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(Precision) (Kerlinger, 2002)

(Error Variance)

(High Reliability)

(Stability) (Consistency)

(High Validity)

(Predictive Validity)

(Limitations or Demerits of 

 Experimental Research)

(Artificiality)

(Manipulate)

(Lack of Flexibility) (Kerlinger, 

2002)

(Limited Scope)
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(Reber, 1995)

(In appropriate for 

Complex Social Problems)

(Group Dynamics)

(Social Interactions)

(Experimenter’s Bias)

(Extraneous Variable)

(Types of Experimental Research)

(Laboratory Experimental Research)

(Field Experiment Research)

(Laboratory Experiment)

(Laboratory)

(Randomly Selected)

(I.V.) (Manipulation)

(D.V.)

(Extraneous Variables)

(Field Experiment)
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(Extraneous Variable)

(Summing-up)

(Manipulation)

(Cause and Effect Relationship)

(High Validity), (High Reliability)

(Laboratory 

Experiment) (Field Experiment)

(Model Questions)

Discuss the ralient features and limitations of Experimental Research.

What are the characteristics of Experimental Research ? How does it 

  differ from Non-experimental Research ? Explain. 

Discuss the advantages and limitations of experimental research.

What do you mean by experimental research ? Explain its   

  characteristics.  


